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Is waste and its disposal something your business engages a waste management company  
to collect with no further thought as to the life cycle or impact of that waste? Where does your 
waste go once it’s collected? Are you contributing large amounts of waste to landfill that could 
be recycled? How much is waste disposal costing you? Did you know that Barwon South West 
Waste Resource & Recovery Group (BSWWRRG) can identify alternative options for waste 
disposal?

Understanding and becoming better informed about where your waste comes from and better 
managing how and where it is disposed of for your business, can save you money and reduce 
your impact on the environment. 

Better management of waste within workplaces and better education of employees on  
waste separation practices can have flow on effects to individual households and how waste  
is managed at home. This can also have the potential of reducing the wider community’s waste 
footprint.

The vision is for businesses across the Barwon South West region to rethink their waste 
footprint, therefore reducing the impact on the local region through better waste separation  
and recycling to ultimately save money. 

It’s easy, just Rethink Your Footprint.

The objective of the project team was to better understand the waste streams generated by 
Geelong businesses and develop a local set of tools and resources to help connect businesses 
to easy and convenient ways to reduce waste, improve recycling and ultimately save money.

Introduction

Objective
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The Barwon South West region is growing. It is 
a region attracted by many as a place to live, 
work and visit due to its amazing natural assets 
including expansive coast line and the interface 
with native flora and fauna. The region is also 
known for a highly sought-after sea/tree-
change offering a quality lifestyle and vibrant 
economy.

The recent growing business sectors within the 
Geelong CBD has seen the region’s population 
swell, thus creating an increase in waste and 
reinforcing the need to better manage waste.  

The region generates 800,000 tonnes of  
waste of which 34% goes straight into landfill, 
57% of this waste is commercial, industrial and 
construction and demolition waste (Barwon 
South West Waste & Recovery Centre 2012–
2018). This is equivalent to more than 227 
Olympic size swimming pools full of rubbish 
each year.   

Disposing of waste to landfill is a cost to 
businesses and this cost will only continue 
to increase as landfill sites become more 
limited. Putting in place measures to better 
separate waste and diversify waste collection 
and disposal is one area where businesses 
can act and save money in the long term. The 
education and research to locate suppliers to 
meet the individual needs of businesses is  
often the time consuming and costly exercise 
for business and many businesses do not know 
where to begin. 

Together with Barwon South West Resource 
Recovery Group (BSWWRRG), the project 
team is asking all businesses to rethink your 
business’ waste footprint and improve current 
waste management practices to help preserve  
the region’s natural environment. 

It is as easy as completing a five-minute survey 
and you will gain access to:

• An assessment tool that can help you assess 
your current practices.

• Information to help you make some simple 
changes to better managing waste.

• Connect with service providers to help 
recycle and repurpose your waste.

• Signage and other resources.
• Support from the waste experts at the 

BSWWRRG.

It doesn’t take much to make a change and 
you don’t have to focus on everything at the 
beginning. Focusing and understanding just one 
of the main waste streams, you can ensure that 
your attention can be concentrated on ensuring 
that the waste stream doesn’t end up in landfill. 
Some examples of easy to employ initiatives 
are:

• Paper and cardboard can be recycled by 
waste service providers.

• Hard plastics can be recycled, and 
soft plastics can be taken to your local 
supermarket.

• Coffee cups have options, but the best is 
to make sure you have your own take away 
cup.

• Food and organics are a problem for landfills 
and can also be recycled.

By Rethinking Your Footprint, you not only 
reduce your contribution of waste to landfill, 
you can reduce your overall waste costs. You 
can better educate your employees and in turn 
the community and ultimately reduce your long 
term impact on our environment. 

It takes one simple step, Rethink Your Footprint 
and make a change today.

Executive Summary
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The population of the Barwon South West 
Region at 378,000 is forecast to increase  
to 480,000 by 2022 (Regional Development,  
2014). By 2045, it is projected that waste 
generation in the Barwon South West region 
will grow from approximately 780,000 tonnes 
to approximately 1.1 million tonnes annually, 
with an estimated 700,000 tonnes to be 
recovered and 400,000 tonnes landfilled.  
22% of the waste that goes to landfill is food 
waste and 10% is plastic. 

With the recent announcements that China 
will not be accepting a large proportion of the 
world’s recyclable materials, it is now time 
we take more responsibility for our waste and 
focus on reducing our use and becoming more 
innovative in how we manage it.

Further to this, the Drysdale landfill which takes 
a large proportion of the Geelong regions waste 
is due to close in eight years and there will be 
limited or no other landfill options available. It is 
critical that we find better ways of reducing and 
disposing of our waste and educate businesses 
on the true cost of waste. 

There are several factors that are preventing 
businesses from engaging in effective waste 
management practices including:

• Time and cost pressures.
• Public confusion around the various waste 

streams.
• Lack of simple and effective education 

including signage within businesses around 
waste disposal options.

• Lack of understanding of the true cost of 
business waste.

• Lack of knowledge of locally available 
information and resources.

Context
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Communities face a challenge as businesses 
and people are constantly producing and 
consuming ‘stuff’ and once the ‘stuff’ is no 
longer required or to be disposed, it generally 
goes into the bin and is forgotten about.  
It becomes someone else’s problem.

The reality is that communities should think 
about not buying as much ‘stuff’, and consider 
if the ‘stuff’ that is bought can be turned into 
something else. The problems identified are:

1. There is confusion from the wider 
community about what items can be 
recycled or separated, resulting in 
increased levels of contamination in bins. 
When a recycle bin has the incorrect waste 
placed in it, the bin comes ‘contaminated’ 
which can result in the materials intended 
for reuse, now having to become landfill.

2. There is an assumption that sending waste 
to landfill is cheaper than recycling.

3. Population and illegal dumping of waste. 
Some of what is thrown away also ends up 
in waterways and oceans.

4. Geelong is currently looking at more 
facilities to encourage greater recycling 
and manufacturing of recycled content 
materials.

Response to these issues include the need to:

The War on Waste Challenge

Raise awareness of what services 
are available across the community 
for recycling and repurposing.

Better understand what is 
happening in small to medium 
businesses and what can be done 
to improve the knowledge, skills 
and access to improved waste 
management resources.

Further educate businesses and 
their staff; in turn this will then flow 
back into the wider community.
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To better understand the current response available and the issues faced by businesses a review was 
undertaken of resources available locally, nationally and internationally. The initial review identified 
that there are many tools and resources that are available including online tools and fact sheets but 
few that are simple and easy to use and connect businesses with the right information and resources. 
Many of the tools and resources for businesses included detailed and onerous waste audits requiring 
a large commitment from the business or expensive external auditors to undertake the audit. 

Online resources

A review of resources available focused on the strengths and weaknesses of each resource including 
how businesses were engaged as well as what support businesses were provided to assess their 
waste streams and identify quick and easy ways of improving their waste disposal. There were many 
online tools and resources for waste assessment, however it was identified that there is nothing 
targeted too small to medium businesses across the Barwon South West Region. 

From the review of the resources it was identified that the following was critical for the success of the 
tool for engagement with businesses:

Please refer to the Appendix A for a review of the online references.

Research

Accessible platform for 
undertaking a waste assessment.

Quick and easy to use minimising 
the impact to businesses.

Connects businesses with local 
services providers.

Provides access to information, 
resources and training opportunities.

Free to use. No cost to businesses 
to undertake/access the toolkit. 
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Business practices

A number of businesses were surveyed at the beginning of the project to determine how businesses 
are currently managing their waste. The survey identified the following differences:

How the businesses separated their waste

Deakin University, Barwon Water, genU and Select Architects were surveyed to better understand 
how they managed their waste streams. It was identified there were differences in the way these 
organisations separated their waste:

It was interesting to find that despite individuals being aware of the need to recycle and separate 
waste, not all businesses had in place measures to assist employees to recycle or separate multiple 
waste streams. 

A lack of recycling in some businesses was a result of a number of elements including:

• Lack of time and was not a priority. 
Businesses that did not have a dedicated facilities manager and found it difficult to implement 
effective waste management due to time focussed on simply running their business.

• Ownership of waste management. 
Some businesses felt they had the inability to implement effective waste management practices 
as they did not have control of the waste management, i.e. the building management does not 
provide opportunities for tenants to further separate waste. 

• Lack of signage and bins. 
Businesses did not have any signage to encourage separation of waste as well as bins to support 
better waste management. 

• Confusion around how to dispose of waste. 
Employees have reported that although there was sufficient signage in some buildings, there was 
still confusion about how to separate the waste streams and what goes into which bin. Disposable 
take away coffee cups have been identified as a key item contribution to landfill and there was a 
lack of information about their disposal.

• Contract management. 
Several businesses who did have waste management practices in place found that there was no 
supporting provision in cleaning contracts, building management practices and did not know what 
waste service providers were available to support the efforts of staff to separate waste.

Into multiple waste streams  
including comingled recycling,  

general waste, organics.

General waste and  
comingled recycling only.

All waste to landfill  
with no recycling at all.
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To further understand the waste streams, waste audits were undertaken during the project on three 
(3) businesses which represented the small to medium business sector, specifically office and food.  

The three businesses were managing their waste according to the following:

The purpose of the audit was to get an understanding of the composition of the waste streams  
to assess the potential for increasing recycling.

The audit used a bag method collection from onsite bins which included up to 250kg of general 
waste (or the amount presented on the audit day).

The waste audit firstly aimed to gain an understanding of the proportion of total waste being 
separated into each waste stream (Table 1).

The waste audit found that despite separation there was still a large proportion of waste, greater than 
67%, that was going to landfill.

Table 1: Proportion of total waste (% by weight) separated into waste streams

Business 1 Business 2 Business 3

Waste 67 76 100

Paper 12 14 0

Containers 14 10 0

Organics 7 0 0

Waste Audits

Business 1 
separates waste  

into four (4) streams

Business 2 
separates waste  

into three (3) streams

Business 3 
does not 
separate
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Table 2: Proportion of unrecovered resources in waste stream (% by weight)

Table 3: Proportion of coffee cups in waste streams (% by weight)

Business 1 Business 2 Business 3

Recyclable 12.4 13.8 19.4

Potentially Recyclable 0.4 0 0

Organics 65.9 55.7 61.9

Other Waste 21.3 30.6 18.7

Business 1 Business 2 Business 3

Coffee Cups in Waste 1.9 1.3 0.5

Coffee Cups in Recycling 2.8 2.4 0

As detailed in Table 3, there was a proportion of disposable coffee cups across all businesses in 
general waste and recycling bins. It shows there is a need to encourage greater use of reusable 
coffee cups to reduce the generation of this waste. In most instances only the plastic lid can actually 
be recycled.

The waste audit has determined that there are many initiatives that can still be implemented across 
the business sector to reduce the amount of waste that goes to landfill and to improve recycling 
efforts. Areas of focus include improving the recovery of organics, containers and paper and reducing 
the amount of contamination of disposable coffee cups within the recycling stream.

The waste audit also looked at the composition of the waste to determine the percentage by weight 
of total waste that could be recycled.

The assessment found that there was a large proportion of recyclable material that was going to 
landfill. As detailed in Table 2, across all businesses regardless of the level of separation, 55.7% – 
65.9% of the waste consisted of organics that could be recovered and 12% – 19% consisted  
of other materials that could be recycled but was not.
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By better understanding the tools and 
resources available across the region and 
beyond, how businesses are managing their 
waste and the barriers and limitations to their 
ability to effectively reduce their businesses 
waste to landfill, the project team created  
a response.  

Our response

To develop a set of tools and resources that 
help educate and support businesses to make 
managing waste easy and convenient and 
ultimately save money. 

Waste Assessment Tool

A main component of the project was to 
develop an online self-assessment tool that 
could help BSWWRRG connect with potential 
businesses whilst gaining an understanding of 
how they currently manage their waste.

The criteria for the assessment tool was to ensure:

1. It must be easy to access, distribute and 
update: i.e. it can be emailed to a recipient 
who can start the assessment via a single 
‘click’ without having to pay, join, subscribe 
or download an app.

2. It must take not more than five to ten 
minutes to complete and involve as little 
typing as is possible.

3. It does not require the participant to have 
extensive knowledge of waste.

4. It will offer access to support and resources 
from BSWWRRG.

5. The results must automatically be sent  
to BSWWRRG.

6. The collective data must be able to be 
easily manipulated and presented into 
graphical or tabulated format.

7. The respondents contact details need  
to be captured.

Developing the Tool

In developing the tool and the first set of 
questions aimed at getting access to detailed 
waste information, it soon became apparent 
that in order to get the information ideally 
sought, our questionnaire would become too 
large, cumbersome and time consuming, 
ultimately disengaging the business to want 
to proceed further. Checking back in on the 
project objectives and criteria of the tool, the 
project team agreed the priority was to ensure 
businesses were able to undertake their 
own assessment and have access to basic 
information and connect with the BSWWRRG 
in the first instance as opposed to the need to 
gain access to detailed waste information. Once 
that connection has been achieved, BSWWRRG 
can then follow up with that business and get 
further information if required. 

 

Methodology
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Tool Platform

A decision was made early on to use the 
application “iAuditor” as the platform for the 
audit. A bespoke ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ 
audit template was built and tested. Having 
used the test template, it was found to be not 
meeting a critical part of the criteria we had 
set. The issue was that it could not be emailed 
to clients to commence via a single click. We 
subsequently learned that it was only possible 
to licence the template to be used on three 
devices simultaneously, where we needed 
it to unlimited. In discussions with iAuditor 
themselves, we were advised that this could  
not be overcome.

In July, we elected to switch platforms and 
develop the assessment tool on the ‘Survey 
Monkey’ platform as this met all the criteria we 
had set. The transition was not difficult and the 
audit was provided to BSWWRRG for feedback.   

Developing the brand

To assist with the communication of the tool to 
businesses and provoke a thinking about better 
waste management, we needed a brand. With 
the words ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ identified, we 
utilised 99 Designs and pitched a contest to 
engage with designers who submitted design 
for us and the Project Champion to select from. 
This resulted in the ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ logo 
and brand. 
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To assist with engaging businesses and gaining 
buy in, the project team worked with Robot 
Army, a local video production company, 
to develop a short two to three minute video 
aimed at providing businesses with a quick 
snapshot into the issue of waste, and what 
businesses can do to make a difference in 
Rethinking their Footprint.

This video will be made available on the 
BSWWRRG website registered as  
www.reduce-recycle.com.au.  

Continued success: Public exposure, 
marketing and communications 

The project team identified that in order for the 
tool to gain buy in and have a continued impact 
on Geelong businesses, it was important that a 
marketing plan be created and implemented 
to improve initial awareness of the tool in 
the business community and then maintain 
continued exposure and utilisation of the tool 
once it was launched and online.

In order to facilitate this the group (and 
BSWWRRG) engaged local Geelong marketing 
expert Matt Cowdell from Arthur Street Digital  
to assist in the creation and implementation of:

• Marketing strategy.
• Communications plan.
• Press release.
• Digital marketing strategy (these documents 

are annexed to this report at Appendices  
B and C).

Target audiences and how to reach it

Ashley Pittard from BSWWRRG, Matt Cowdell 
and the group met on several occasions to 
determine who the tool should be marketed 
to and the most appropriate and effective 
way of marketing the tool to ensure continued 
exposure, uptake and use.

It was determined that marketing of the tool 
should be targeted towards:

• Business owners and/or directors of SME’s 
who were located in Geelong, Bellarine and 
Surf Coast; or

• Office managers;
• of Any gender;
• Most likely age groupd between 30–45 

(in the case of business owners) or 25–40  
(in the case of office managers)

In order to reach the above target audience 
most effectively, the group should be able to:

• Show how easy the tool is to use; and
• Present a success story of a business who 

had effectively used the tool to reduce 
waste and save money.  

genU’s success in using the tool fit this criteria 
perfectly and fortunately, genU agreed to 
champion the tool and have their story referred 
to in the marketing campaign(s). 

Matt also developed the idea that in order to 
engage businesses, the marketing narrative 
should encourage users to make a commitment 
to the tool. Not only to use it, but also to share 
the tool with colleagues and businesses 
and encourage purchasing responsibly and 
using recycled or recyclable materials where 
possible.

Marketing Video

https://www.reduce-recycle.com.au
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Media & online exposure

After some consideration, it was determined 
that the coverage the tool was to receive at the 
LfG Breakfast on 18 October 2018 was the best 
place to conduct an official “launch” of the tool. 
Accompanying the launch would be a press 
release distributed along with invitations to local 
print and online media to attend the breakfast 
function.  

Other options to enhance online ‘clicks’ and 
optimisation was to consider launching a 
Google AdWords campaign, run advertisements 

in Geelong Business News, utilise email 
databases already available and sponsor 
LinkedIn content to effectively reach the  
target audiences referred to above.  

Although it is difficult to accurately measure 
the effectiveness of the marketing campaigns, 
the group considered that it was vital that these 
measures be implemented and updated where 
necessary to continue to attract online traffic to 
the tool and enhance the likelihood of long term 
effectiveness.
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Rethink Your Footprint is aimed at engaging 
businesses in thinking about their waste 
management practices and providing them  
with the connections and access to information 
to help them take some small steps to reducing 
their footprint.

As our region continues to grow in population 
and more people are wanting to work, live 
and visit the region there is an increase in the 
production of waste. Many businesses across 
our region are managing various waste streams 
to varying levels. Some are recycling, while 
others are not, and in most instances, there is 
more that can be done.

If businesses were to put in place measures 
to more effectively manage their waste 
including engaging their staff in better waste 
management practices, the flow on effects will 
be immense.

An assessment tool, together with a 
communication strategy, has been developed 
for businesses to easily assess their waste 
streams and engage with BSWWRRG to 
determine and understand alternative methods 
of waste management that ultimately reduce 
costs to businesses and have flow-on effect 
benefits to the environment.

The following has been developed to for the 
inception of Rethink your Footprint:

• Promotional video.
• Online based self-assessment tool.
• Checklist with handy hints and tips,  

to be provided to participants following 
completion of the assessment tool.

• Rethink your Footprint co-branded with 
BSWWRRG reusable coffee cups tackling 
the disposable coffee cup problem.

Following the completion of the program the 
BSWWRRG will use the Rethink Your Footprint 
tool and resources to continue to engage 
businesses over coming years to support 
businesses in better managing their waste and 
providing education and alternative methods of 
management for the different waste streams.

We all need to start somewhere and often it is 
the simple things that make the biggest impact.  
The project team encourages all businesses to 
get on board. 

It’s easy, just Rethink Your Footprint...

Outcomes
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Anyone can be a leader, all they need is an idea 
and the ability to engage people in that idea. 
This is what the Rethink Your Footprint project 
team has found as they have taken a project 
idea and developed it into what it is today.

A leader needs to be able to compromise how 
they originally envisaged the project developing 
but be very clear in what the ultimate vision is, 
so that the group as a whole are working toward 
the same outcome.

The project itself has demonstrated how a 
leader can take an idea and maximise the 
motivation, skills, knowledge and expertise 
of the project team to develop the idea into 
something that, with the support of a sponsor,  
is long lasting and sustained.  

We found anyone can be a leader, all it takes 
is someone taking ownership of something, 
engaging people and ensuring the successful 
delivery of it at any scale.

When it comes to leadership and the project, 
the Rethink Your Footprint project team defined 
the  following important elements:

1. Vision — Having an inspirational vision and 
motivating and inspiring people to want to 
engage with the vision and participate.

2. Goals and Objectives — Collectively 
developing the goals and objectives and 
defining what we are going to do to get 
there through agreed milestones. 

3. Accountability — Individuals taking 
ownership for ensuring the successful 
delivery of each milestone to maximise 
ownership and accountability.

4. Dynamics — Agreeing on how we want to 
work together and how much we are able 
to commit to the project.

5. Purpose — Understanding why the project 
team exists and what the motivation of 
each member of the team and maximising 
their skills and capabilities.

6. Communication — Agreeing on how the 
team wants to meet and communicate i.e. 
regular meetings, using emails, sharing 
documents, etc.

7. Empathy — Understanding the difficulties 
of members of the team and focusing on 
outputs allowing staff to balance workload 
that best suits their personal needs.

8. Supporting — Ensuring team members 
are supported and consistently providing 
feedback delivered in a way that is non-
threatening and constructive. 

Group Reflection
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Barwon South West Waste & Recovery Group 2012–2018, Business and Industry, viewed 18th July 
2018, <https://www.bswwrrg.vic.gov.au/business-and-industry/>

Regional Development 2014, Barwon South West – Activities, achievements and future focus, viewed 
23rd August 2018, <https://www.rdv.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/1165375/RDA_
Outcomes_FINAL.pdf>
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References Name Strengths
Constraints  
(as assessed against  
the criteria)

Link Organisation

Geelong Region

CoGG Recycling Guide, 
Monthly email and 
commercial waste services

Extensive amount of 
information 
Links to service providers for 
specific items

There is a lot of information 
and takes time to work 
through it

CoGG has an online directory for a recycling guide on their website: https://www.
geelongaustralia.com.au/recycling/guide.aspx 
CoGG forward a monthly email in the first week of every month for an update on 
special recycling initiatives around the CoGG https://www.geelongaustralia.com.
au/recycling/sign-up.aspx
CoGG offer a Commercial waste disposal system for service business, schools and 
Not-for-profit organisations to help dispose of their waste in an environmentally 
way:  https://www.geelongaustralia.com.au/bins/commercial/article/
item/8cde43a96757d4a.aspx

CoGG

Commercial waste service 
advice

Helps to design best 
collection system to suit 
needs

Takes time
Costs money

Corio Waste Management offer commercial waste management and recycling 
services.
https://www.coriowm.com.au/commercial-services  https://www.coriowm.com.
au/resource-recovery-services 

Corio Waste Management

Geelong Sustainability Zero 
Waste page

Provides information on zero 
waste and links to other 
resources

Information only Geelong Sustainability: https://www.geelongsustainability.org.au/zero-waste/ Geelong Sustainability

Victoria

Business Good information, case 
studies and links to other 
pages

General information only 
Does not link to local services

Find out how your business can cut costs and boost productivity by better 
managing waste. 
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/Business/Efficient-business-operations/
Waste-management

Sustainability Victoria

Kerbside Pride Business Comprehensive program that 
takes the business through a 
journey to improve recycling

Not available in Geelong
Takes time

Kerbside Pride Businesses is a two year certification process that helps businesses 
to manage their waste more effectively.  
By introducing recycling measures and helping them to identify other ways of 
reducing waste, businesses will reduce both the amount of waste going to landfill 
and their expenditure. http://lmwrrg.vic.gov.au/kerbside/at-work/kerbside-
pride-businesses/ 

Loddon Mallee Bendigo

ASPIRE (Advisory System 
for Processing, Innovation & 
Resource Exchange)

Great resource to assist 
businesses to connect to 
services providers

Requires registration
Not well known 

Aspire – CSIRO - ASPIRE (Advisory System for Processing, Innovation & Resource 
Exchange) is an online marketplace which intelligently matches businesses with 
potential remanufacturer, purchasers or recyclers of waste resources. https://
aspire.csiro.au/

CSIRO

Appendix A 
Business Waste Management Program Reference
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https://aspire.csiro.au/
https://aspire.csiro.au/
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References Name Strengths
Constraints  
(as assessed against  
the criteria)

Link Organisation

Australia Wide

Business waste assessment 
tool

Simple and easy to use 
assessment tool

Not available in Geelong
Does not link to local services

Assessment tool that collects information about business’s current waste 
procedures to help identify the amount and types of waste being sent to landfill, 
and highlight potential opportunities for minimising waste.
https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/environment-waste/rubbish-tips-bins/
recycling-reducing-waste/recycling-business/business-waste-assessment 

Brisbane City Council

Bin Trim Tool Simple and easy to use 
assessment tool

Requires downloading
Does not link to local services

Bin Trim is a simple tool to help businesses measure their waste, and find out how 
to waste less and save more.
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/recycling-and-reuse/business-
government-recycling/bin-trim/bin-trim-reducing-business-waste 

EPA NSW

Business and Industry fact 
sheets and toolkit

Simple and easy to use toolkit 
provides 3 options including 
a quick step guide, a detailed 
waste assessment and free 
waste saver service

Not available in Geelong
Does not link to local services

http://www.wastewarriors.com.au/business-and-industry-factsheets.html  

http://www.wastewarriors.com.au/toolkit.html 

Waste Warriors (NSW EPA 
and council collaboration)

Business Recycling Toolkit Simple and easy to use.  
Information is comprehensive.

Great resources including list 
of recycling businesses.  Not 
specific to Geelong and very 
NSW focussed.

Planet Ark - http://businessrecycling.com.au/research/toolkit.cfm  Kit has all 
the essential tips and tools that can get your organisation reducing waste, saving 
money and improving staff morale.

Planet Ark

The Business Sustainability 
Program

Link to Grants programs 
available in SA

Appears to be more of a 
funding program
Not available in Geelong

Green Industries SA promotes the circular economy, resource efficiency and the 
conservation and recovery of scarce resources. http://www.greenindustries.
sa.gov.au/ 

Zero waste SA work with businesses, governments and the environmental sector 
to keep South Australia at the forefront of green innovation in the waste, recycling 
and resource recovery sectors and deliver on reduced waste to landfill and 
increase the State&#39;s capacity for recycling.
http://www.zerowaste.sa.gov.au/industry/green-industries-sa 

Green Industries SA

Zero Waste SA

https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/environment-waste/rubbish-tips-bins/recycling-reducing-waste/recycling-business/business-waste-assessment
https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/environment-waste/rubbish-tips-bins/recycling-reducing-waste/recycling-business/business-waste-assessment
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/recycling-and-reuse/business-government-recycling/bin-trim/bin-trim-reducing-business-waste
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/recycling-and-reuse/business-government-recycling/bin-trim/bin-trim-reducing-business-waste
http://www.wastewarriors.com.au/business-and-industry-factsheets.html 
http://www.wastewarriors.com.au/toolkit.html 
http://businessrecycling.com.au/research/toolkit.cfm
http://www.greenindustries.sa.gov.au/
http://www.greenindustries.sa.gov.au/
http://www.zerowaste.sa.gov.au/industry/green-industries-sa
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References Name Strengths
Constraints  
(as assessed against  
the criteria)

Link Organisation

International

Waste Wizard Easy to use tool Not available in Geelong The City of Vancouver has a page on their website where you can enter an item 
and it will describe how to dispose of domestic waste. http://vancouver.ca/
home-property-development/waste-wizard.aspx

City of Vancouver

Waste Wizard Easy to use tool Not available in Geelong Abbotsford – Domestic waste directory - https://www.abbotsford.ca/city_
services/garbage_recycling_and_composting/waste_wizard.htm

Abbotsford California

Waste Wizard Easy to use tool Not available in Geelong Atlantic Country – Domestic waste directory http://www.acua.com/wastewizard/ Atlantic City

Waste Management Toolkit Comprehensive guide with 
link to great resources

Time consuming
Not available in Geelong

Waste Management Toolkit - https://partnersinprojectgreen.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/04/PPGMemberOnly_WasteToolkit_27Feb14.pdf 
Partners in Green Project (US) - Food waste audit app https://play.google.com/
store/apps/details?id=uk.co.torchb2b.waste.au

Partners in project Green US

Seattle Business Waste 
Assessment

East to use toolkit Not available in Geelong A technical assistance visit to your business or facility is the best way to identify 
opportunities to cut costs and to increase the materials you recycle and compost. 
You can also use our Seattle Business Waste Assessment (xlsx) self-service tool 
to improve your waste management practices.
Fill out the form to request free technical assistance. If you quality, a Seattle Public 
Utilities Green Business Program staff member will visit your business or facility 
and help you identify ways to reduce your waste.
http://www.seattle.gov/util/ForBusinesses/SolidWaste/PreventWaste/
WasteReductionAssistance/index.htm

Seattle Public Utilities (US)

Northern Ireland Business Info Simple and easy to use.  
Information is comprehensive.

Not available in Geelong https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/reuse-and-recycle-business-waste Invest Northern Ireland

Is It Waste Tool Simple and easy to use. Not available in Geelong It’s a self-assessment tool to help you decide whether your material is likely to be a 
waste or not. It’s free to do a self-assessment.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/isitwaste-tool-for-advice-on-
the-by-products-and-end-of-waste-tests/isitwaste-tool-user-guide#find-the-
isitwaste-tool 

Environment Agency UK

Plastic Scan Easy to use tool that provides 
an insight into plastic an 
organisation uses

Not available in Geelong Gain insight into your use of plastics and business opportunities that come with 
different usage and treatment. Find out how much you spill, and earn a plastics 
label (A-F) by taking action.
https://www.seariousbusiness.com/plastic-scan 

Searious business

http://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/waste-wizard.aspx
http://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/waste-wizard.aspx
https://www.abbotsford.ca/city_services/garbage_recycling_and_composting/waste_wizard.htm
https://www.abbotsford.ca/city_services/garbage_recycling_and_composting/waste_wizard.htm
http://www.acua.com/wastewizard/
https://partnersinprojectgreen.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/PPGMemberOnly_WasteToolkit_27Feb14.pdf 
https://partnersinprojectgreen.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/PPGMemberOnly_WasteToolkit_27Feb14.pdf 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.torchb2b.waste.au
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.torchb2b.waste.au
http://www.seattle.gov/util/cs/groups/public/@spu/@conservation/documents/webcontent/1_048927.xlsx
http://www.seattle.gov/util/ForBusinesses/SolidWaste/PreventWaste/WasteReductionAssistance/index.htm
http://www.seattle.gov/util/ForBusinesses/SolidWaste/PreventWaste/WasteReductionAssistance/index.htm
https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/reuse-and-recycle-business-waste
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/isitwaste-tool-for-advice-on-the-by-products-and-end-of-waste-tests/isitwaste-tool-user-guide#find-the-isitwaste-tool
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/isitwaste-tool-for-advice-on-the-by-products-and-end-of-waste-tests/isitwaste-tool-user-guide#find-the-isitwaste-tool
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/isitwaste-tool-for-advice-on-the-by-products-and-end-of-waste-tests/isitwaste-tool-user-guide#find-the-isitwaste-tool
https://www.seariousbusiness.com/plastic-scan
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Appendix B 
Communications Strategy

Arthur St Digital |   Suite 3, 25 Argyle St, Fitzroy   |   Mobile 0448 831 922   |  www.arthurst.com.au

Rethink Your Footprint | Communications Strategy

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 2

the brief

Build a communications plan to engage local 
industry and businesses and drive them to use the 
Rethink your Footprint tool.

Assist local industry and business to better 
understand their waste production, output and 
responsibility. 

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 3

target audience – business owners/ directors (SME)
Targets
• Gender: M&F
• Aged: 30-65
• Locations: Geelong & Surf Coast
• Roles: Business Owners, Directors, Partners

Influencers
• Other Businesses
• Professional Services: Accountants, Business 

Advisors, Financial Planners. 

Where are they 
• Linked In
• Facebook
• Talking to colleagues
• Chamber of Commerce (Geelong & Torquay)
• Geelong Business News
• Industry groups publications

Drivers
• Save time/ money
• It’s the right thing to do

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 4

target audience – sustainability warriors
Targets
• Gender: M&F
• Aged: 30-45
• Locations: Geelong & Surf Coast
• Roles: Sustainability Manager, environmental 

manager, procurement mangers

Influencers
• Other organisations

Where are they 
• Linked In
• Facebook - & fb groups, permaculture etc.
• Talking to colleagues
• Chamber of Commerce (Geelong & Torquay)
• Geelong Business News
• Industry groups publications

Drivers
• It’s the right thing to do
• Driving organisational change

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 5

target audience – office managers
Targets
• Gender: M&F
• Aged: 25-40
• Locations: Geelong & Surf Coast
• Roles: Office manager, office administrator, 

business manager

Influencers
• Other Businesses
• CEO

Where are they 
• Linked In
• Facebook
• Talking to colleagues
• Chamber of Commerce (Geelong & Torquay)
• Geelong Business News
• Industry groups publications

Drivers
• Save time/ money
• KPI?
• It’s the right thing to do
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M
es

sa
gi

n
g 

M
at

rix
Desired Behaviours • Awareness of the Rethink your 

Footprint tool and it’s 
connection to BSWWRRG

• Understanding of what 
BSWWRRG do and what is on 
offer for business and industry.

• Find out more about what is on 
offer.

• Connect with BSWWRRG

• Complete the waste audit. • Further engage with BSWWRRG 

Potential Messages • Rethink your Footprint – Free audit tool for businesses 
• Examples/ Testimonials
• Reduce your businesses waste costs
• Together we can move towards zero.
• Improve your profitability – complete the free waste audit.

• Complete the free waste audit, first 50 submissions receive a free recycled coffee cup.

• Find out more about how you 
can…

• Free business resources

Role of 
Communication

• Establish a connection with the 
Rethink your Footprint brand.

• Understand that there is support 
available. 

• Understand the benefits of 
completing the review.

• Educate on why they should use 
the tool.

• Drive FOMO
• Complete the survey now

• Build advocacy
• Customer service – details about 

what happens next.

Media/Activity 
Options

• Linkedin Posts/ Ads • Website
• Google AdWords
• Geelong Business News
• Geelong Business Beat
• LinkedIn Sponsored Content

• LinkedIn In-Mail
• Email Databases
• Remarketing

• Email
• Direct Contact

Act Convert EngageReach

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Foot 7

survey location 
Reach

Consider embedding the survey into a page on the 
BSWWRRG website.

If the correct tracking is in place this will provide a 
great opportunity for future re-marketing.

Recommendations

1. Setup a page on the BSWWRRG website or even a 
sub domain rethink.bswwrrg.vic.gov.au

2. Implement facebook, linkedin and google tracking 
code.

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 8

stories - pr
story ideas:

• Case Study – Business x, used the framework, found out x and implemented x 

(outcomes based), then guiding others to the tool.

• Launch – media coverage of the launch

• A part of Towards Zero 

• This is what your business produces in waste each week/ month/ year, graphic of 

the likely amount in GMHBA Stadium

ReachAct
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stories – launch event
Ideas on how to launch:

Use the captive audience and drive action

• Make a commitment – like the company page and share on linkedin (walk out feeling 

good).

• A commitment for a coffee cup…

• Pile of waste at the lunch to illustrate the point. 

ReachAct

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Foot 10

google search
Convert

• Consider running a Google Adwords campaign for people looking for the tool.

• Target keywords like “rethink your footprint”, “waste management”, “waste audit” 
etc. for searches across Geelong & Surf Coast. 

EXAMPLE ONLY

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Foot 11

geelong business news
Convert

• Consider running advertisements in the Geelong Business News’ eDM.

• Leaderboard (one month) 728x90 cost $220 ex GST.

• Video options also available.

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Foot 12

databases - email marketing
Convert

• Committee for Geelong 
• Council

• Future Proofing Geelong (700 businesses & Individules) Tina Preferment 
TPerfrement@geelongcity.vic.gov.au 0417 217 218

• Also mentioned a presenting opportunity at the FPG Advisors board & G21 Environment Pillar meeting.

• Geelong Chamber of Commerce (pending approval) – Conversation with board member Peter Dostis
• Option to sponsor a Chamber of Commerce event (get dollar amount)
• Also Biz3228 events are on offer

• Geelong Sustainability – Dan Cowdell

• Facebook Groups (Public)
• Permaculture Geelong
• Permaculture Peninsula
• Towards Zero Waste Geelong

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 13

LinkedIn – sponsored content
build targeted awareness 
LinkedIn will serve as a targeted way to inform your audience across both segments. 

Broad: Large Organisations : Sustainability 

Recommendations

1. Compile a case study and run targeted 
sponsored content campaigns to drive action 
and bring people to the website.

Convert

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 14

Recommendations

1. Setup a test campaign to measure the cost per survey 
completion. 

2. Run remarketing campaigns to people who clicked 
through to the survey page but didn’t complete the 
survey.

LinkedIn – sponsored content
Barwon South West..

Convert

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 15

LinkedIn
Drive leads for your team
A LinkedIn sponsored in-mail is an email sent to a users LinkedIn inbox. It can serve as an 

introduction to BSWWRRG and a trigger to get them to complete the audit tool.

Recommendations

1. To assist with the sales process and driving lead 
generation, send a sponsored in-mail to the 
business owners/ directors segment. 

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 16

media contacts
For press release delivery

Geelong Advertiser

David Cairns – Business Editor david.cairns@news.com.au

Geelong Independent

Tony Galpin – indy@geelongindependant.com.au

Geelong Business News

Davina Montgomery davina@adcellgroup.com.au

Surf Coast Times

Warick Brown warick@timesnewsgroup.com.au
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A
ct
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la

n

Key steps Actions required Resources/access required Timings Responsibility

Develop Case Study/ 
Press Release

• Details for relevant business and or contacts. • BSWWRRG 
• Arthur ST

Immediately Arthur St

Confirm strategy and 
send press release out 
to relevant media 
contacts.

• Distribute Press Release • Arthur St Early Oct Arthur St/ Media

Negotiate Media 
Campaign - GBN

• Confirm spend and negotiate insertion. • Arthur St
• GBN

August 2018 Arthur St

Complete Tool landing 
page and or case study

• Set Setup a landing page for the tool on the 
BSWWRRG website.

• BSWWRRG
• Arthur St, content 

September 2018 Arthur St
BSWWRRG

Setup Google Adwords
Campaign

• Develop small adwords campaign for brand searches. • Arthur St Immediately Arthur St

Develop Email text and 
distribute to relevant 
contacts

• Develop email text or HTML email. • BSWWRRG 
• 3rd parties

September 2018 BSWWRRG

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint 18

Budgeting (indicative only)

Strategy Framework/ Budget September October November
 Detail - w/c  wk1  wk2  wk3  wk4  wk1  wk2  wk3  wk4  wk1  wk2  wk3  wk4  Total 

 Google AdWords  $  50  $  50  $  50  $  50  $  50  $  50  $  50  $    350 
 LinkedIn  $       -   

 Sponsored Content  $600  $600  $600  $1,800 
 Sponsored InMail  $980  $    980 

 Geelong Business News  $220  $220  $    440 
 $       -   

 Press Release   $       -   

 TOTAL  $    -    $    -    $    -    $    -    $870 #####  $650  $  50  $270  $  50  $  50  $3,570 

Arthur St Digital |  Rethink your Footprint

Matt Cowdell, Peter Clark, Chantelle Brockett

 0448 831 922 

 matt@arthurst.com.au 

Arthur St Digital

3 Mackey St, North Geelong  3215

www.arthurst.com.au
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Appendix C 
Press Release

	
	

	
	

 
MEDIA RELEASE 

Thursday 20 September 2018 

 

Food Waste off the Menu for Gen U 
The Barwon South West Waste and Resource Recovery Group is playing a pivotal role in driving better 
business recycling habits across the region through the implementation of its new waste self-assessment 
tool, ‘Rethink Your Footprint’.  

The free waste tool is a Leaders For Geelong initiative, designed to enable businesses to make 
significant improvements in their waste and resource recovery practices, providing both short-term and 
long-term positive impacts on both businesses and the environment.  

One local organisation that has undergone the ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ waste self-assessment is Gen U, 
a leading disability provider with multiple locations across the region.  

As a direct result of the tool and procedures implemented, Gen U are saving an estimated $5,000 per 
annum, a figure that will likely increase as they roll out more recommendations from the tool. 

The positive effect on the environment is also ongoing and compounding. 

Gen U Operations Manager, Peter Helyer stated that when he came into the role 10 months ago, the 
organisation’s waste procedures were “sub-par”.  

“One of our primary services is food preparation, and as a result, we produce considerable amounts of 
organic waste. Yes, we had a recycling bin, but everything else was going into one skip which was being 
emptied twice a week.” 

The ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ self-assessment tool found that as much as 70% of Gen U’s total waste was 
flagged as organic waste going straight to landfill. 

“The audit on our bins and processes was truly eye-opening,” Helyer said. “It defined our issues in 
specific kilo/weight statistics, which helps you understand how you are doing things, and how a few 
operational changes can have a massive impact.” 

Fifteen different waste streams were identified in the Gen U audit. Some simple recommendations to 
reduce costs and improve waste practices were; have skips emptied less regularly, and replace large 
skips with smaller, more defined waste bins. 

Helyer also lauded the ease of the transition towards a greener Gen U. “Day-to-day, nothing has 
changed except where our waste goes. It’s great knowing that we are now doing the right thing, as well 
as improving how we operate.” 
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The ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ waste self-assessment tool is free for businesses. It is a simple and easy to 
use tool that takes only 5-6 minutes to use, and provides understandable, solid data to make informed 
business decisions for immediate and long-term sustainability.  

The team at Barwon South West Waste & Resource Recovery Group provide additional follow-up 
support after use of the assessment tool, to help businesses improve their recycling habits.  

It will be presented at the Leaders For Geelong Project Presentation Breakfast on October 18 at Novotel 
Geelong. Tickets and information are available at	 https://committeeforgeelong.com.au/events/project-
presentation-breakfast/.  

See the impact your business is having by using the ‘Rethink Your Footprint’ waste self-assessment tool: 
<INSERT LINK HERE>  

 

Please	direct	all	media	inquiries	to:	
Ashley	Pittard	
Executive	Officer	
0477	557	666	
Ashley.pittard@bswwrrg.vic.gov.au	 
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